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1. Introduction

The early proliferative lesions of the breast have taken on greater significance as a result of mammographic screening and the use of even more sensitive imaging technologies. The intraductal proliferative lesions of the breast are a group of cytologically and architecturally diverse proliferations, typically originating from the terminal duct-lobular unit and confined to the mammary duct-lobular system. In this chapter we consider the most important of these lesions, lobular carcinoma in situ and ductal carcinoma in situ.

Lobular Carcinoma in situ

Foote and Stewart (Foote & Stewart, 1941) first described lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) in detail in 1941, emphasizing the morphologic similarity of LCIS cells to those of invasive lobular carcinoma. The multicentricity and high frequency of bilaterality of LCIS were recognized early on. LCIS generally occurs in younger women, and microcalcifications are not a feature (in contrast to the high frequency of microcalcifications seen with ductal proliferative lesions). Microscopically, LCIS is usually characterized by a solid, occlusive proliferation of loosely cohesive uniform cells, some of which may contain intracytoplasmic lumens. The incidence of LCIS is otherwise benign breast biopsy is reported as between 0.5% and 3.8%.

Fig. 1. Lobular carcinoma in situ
Ductal carcinoma in situ

Ductal carcinoma in situ is a heterogeneous group of lesions with diverse malignant potential and range of treatment options. It was infrequently diagnosed in the past, when it accounted for only 1% to 5% of all breast cancers. It usually presented as a palpable lesion, Paget disease, or bloody nipple discharge (Intra et al. 2003). The clinical presentation of Ductal Carcinoma In Situ shifted from a palpable lesion in the pre-mammographic era to a non-palpable lesion detected on the basis of mammographic microcalcifications or density (Tavassoli, 2008).

Fig. 2. Ductal carcinoma in situ

2. New classification

As mammographic screening became widespread, the frequency of diagnosis of intraepithelial proliferative lesions increased markedly, highlighting deficiencies in their classification as well a lack of data on natural history, and making clinical management a challenge. The new classification of these entities (DCIS and LCIS), principally due to Tavassoli (Tavassoli et al. 2003), was based on the concept of intraepithelial neoplasia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ductal intraepithelial neoplasia (DIN) terminology</th>
<th>Conventional terminology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-risk DIN</td>
<td>Intraductal hyperplasia (IDH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat DIN 1</td>
<td>Flat epithelial atypia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIN 1</td>
<td>≤2 mm: atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;2 mm: ductal carcinoma in situ, low grade (DCIS, grade 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIN 2</td>
<td>Ductal carcinoma in situ, intermediate grade (DCIS, grade 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIN 3</td>
<td>Ductal carcinoma in situ, high grade (DCIS, grade 3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. DIN translational table (Tavassoli FA 1997)
developed for cervix, vagina, vulva, prostate and pancreas. It does not use the term “cancer” diminishing the likelihood of overtreatment, and perhaps reduces also the level of anxiety and emotional stress a patient feels when told she has a cancer, even if it is only in situ.

3. Diagnosis and treatment

3.1 Diagnosis

The role of clinical examination in the ongoing surveillance of women with these high risk lesions is limited. While many DINs are detected through microcalcifications at mammography, the detection of LIN can be occasionally occur after a biopsy, for example in plastic surgery a histological evaluation of tissue excised in a breast reduction. In this case there is therefore a clear indication for meticulous assessment of both breasts ongoing surveillance of the breast at a relatively short interval. So standard core biopsy (14-18 gauge) is probably the most prevalent method for initial diagnosis of LIN. In the case of DIN it is diagnosed primarily via mammography plus ultrasound followed by stereotactic needle biopsy. However, new techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and analysis of ductal cytology aim to improve DIN detection (Sickles, 1983).

The use of breast MRI for patients with DIN is not yet established. MRI may be more sensitive for DIN detection than mammography but can lack specificity. The potential benefits of MRI include fewer re-excisions after BCS, decreased local recurrence rates after excision, and earlier detection and treatment of contralateral breast cancer (Leonard & Swain, 2004).

At present, therefore, mammography plus ultrasound and SCNB remain the standard diagnostic approaches for DIN (Leonard & Swain 2004).

![A typical mammographic view of DIN](www.intechopen.com)
3.2 Treatment

Where the surgical biopsy reveals LIN, the margins of excision are paramount in determining further treatment. If the margins are clear, that is, the lesion appears to have been completely excised, no further treatment is required. Where surgical excision reveals a high risk lesion with an involved surgical margin or margins, re-excision should be considered. The goal of course is complete excision, but it must be recognized that LIN can be very extensive, sometimes occupying an entire quadrant or more of the breast. If a generous diagnostic excision suggests this, usually because several margins are involved, it may be clear that a substantially wider excision would have an adverse cosmetic outcome. In such cases observation and surveillance as detailed may be the preferred option. But the patient will be fully informed of the risk of subsequent cancer and involved in this decision. So, while for the LIN management is not yet clear the standard of treatment and in some institutions the decision is made on an individual, case by case basis, for DIN.

The standard of care consists of (a) breast conservative surgery (BCS) (mastectomy is still indicated in large lesions - masses or microcalcifications), axillary dissection is not indicated because of the low prevalence of nodal metastases and the significant morbidity associated with lymph node dissection (b) radiotherapy (RT) after conservative surgery, and (c) medical treatment in estrogen receptor-positive patients (Tavassoli, 2008; Farante et al. 2010; Cox et al. 2001; Intra et al. 2003).

Surgical treatment

The main goal of surgical treatment for women with DIN is BCS plus RT, particularly for those patients with small solid masses, mammographically detected lesions, or limited microcalcification areas (Fisher et al. 1991; Schwartz et al. 2000; Silverstein et al. 1992).

However, mastectomy is still indicated in DIN patients with multicentricity, diffuse microcalcification, large palpable masses, when there is an inability to obtain negative margins as well other contraindications to breast conservation or a personal preference for mastectomy (Farante et al. 2010). At present, mastectomy is performed in about 30% of DIN patients, BCS without RT in about 30% of DIN patients, and BCS followed by RT in about 40% of DIN patients (Guerrieri-Gonzaga et al. 2009; Schmidt et al. 2006; Kuerer et al. 2008).

One important issue in breast cancer surgery is that of surgical margins, mainly in DIN patients, since these lesions are typically vague masses, which often cannot be adequately seen or felt and, thus, the pathological sampling of margins is fairly random (Fisher et al. 1999; Allred 2005). The current treatment of positive or focally involved margins in DIN patients is re-excision (Farante et al. 2010).

There is considerable debate regarding whether width of a negative margin is (width of a margin negative for tumor cells) associated with a decreased risk of recurrence, and classification of the margins makes summary statements difficult. About 10 years ago, the “Consensus on DCIS of Philadelphia” and Silverstein et al. proposed 10 mm of width margin as a limit of oncological safety (Schwartz et al. 2000). Since then other authors have proposed progressively smaller measures, down to 1 mm (Mansell, 2003).

Another important topic in DIN patients is the management of the axilla. Before the sentinel lymph node biopsy (SLNB) era, axillary dissection (AD) was a part of the standard surgical
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treatment for these patients (Farante et al. 2010). SLNB is recommended for patients with invasive breast cancer to determine prognosis and to guide adjuvant treatment decisions. In general, SLNB is not recommended for patients with a final or definitive diagnosis of DIN because the preinvasive cells do not metastasize (Virnig et al. 2010).

So not only is AD not necessary, neither should SLNB always be required because of the low prevalence of metastatic involvement, so an SLN biopsy should not be considered a standard procedure in the treatment of all patients with DCIS. The sole criteria for proposing SLN biopsy in DIN should be when there exists any uncertainty regarding the presence of invasive foci at definitive histology (Intra et al. 2008).

Major cancer centers agree that SLNB should be performed (a) always when mastectomy is performed (Cody 2007; Yi et al. 2008; Intra et al. 2007). (b) with large lesions (masses or micro-calcifications) and G3 tumors. (Cody 2007; Julian et. al 2007) and (c) after performing core or mammotome biopsies.

In cases of DIN patients with a positive SLNB, AD should not be immediately performed except for only those cases that present mammary invasion on final pathologic evaluation (Farante et al. 2010).

Radiation therapy

External RT

The standard course of current external RT after BCS for DIN, delivers a total dose of 50 Gy in daily fractions of 1.8/2 Gy without boost (Farante et al. 2010). The role of RT in DIN patients with conservative treatment has been mainly defined by four randomized trials (Bryan et al. 2003; Bijker et al. 2006; Houghton et al. 2003; Emdin et al. 2006). Additional radio-therapy reduced the LR rate by about 50%, with no effect on survival. The controversy is, instead, related if all DIN patients have to undergo RT. According to the 2009 St Gallen Consensus (Goldhirsch et al. 2009) RT could be avoided in elderly patients and in those with G1 DIN and clearly negative margins.

At the IEO in Milan, RT is not administered to DIN patients with G1 or G2 without comedo-necrosis. On the other hand, at least four significant papers from the Saint Gallen Consensus (Goldhirsch et al. 2009), the ECOG trial (Hughes et al. 2009), the Newport Consensus Conference III (Silverstein et al. 2009) and from the National Consensus Cancer Network (National Comprehensive cancer Network, 2009), suggested that some DIN patient subgroups (i.e., G1 or G2 tumors without comedo-necrosis, and other low-risk sub-groups) could not be candidates to receive RT after BCS.

4. Biomarkers

To guide such optimal treatment, histological classification is not sufficient and additional biological factors are being investigated for their ability to predict outcome for individual patients with intraepithelial neoplasia of the breast. As the molecular and genetic understanding of breast cancer has increased, new biological characteristics have been identified as prognostic indicators, as new adjuvant treatments have been developed. This has resulted in an increasingly personalized approach to breast cancer treatment that takes into account the diverse biological characteristics of the individual and their disease. A
biomarker is an objectively measured feature that indicates a normal biological response, a pathogenic process, or the likelihood of response to a pharmacologic therapy. In oncology, biomarkers may be used to detect or stage disease, monitor response to therapy, and predict outcome (Madu & Lu 2010). A biomarker may be DNA, RNA, or a protein, measured directly in tissue, serum or other body fluids. An optimal biomarker for intraepithelial neoplasias of the breast would provide information additional to that provided by factors such as grade, lesion size, age and margin status (already established as related to the risk of local recurrence) so as to make it possible to predict which cases are unlikely to ever progress to invasive breast cancer and thus would require no further treatment after lesion removal, and also to predict which cases should receive local excision or mastectomy, or would benefit from adjuvant RT (Barker et al. 2003).

4.1 Estrogen receptors (ER)

Estrogens play a central role in the growth and differentiation of normal breast epithelium, stimulating cell proliferation and regulating the expression of genes, including that coding for the progesterone receptor (Pgr) (Henderson et al. 1998; Peterson et al. 1987). In the normal pre-menopausal breast, ER-positive cells are luminal cells constituting about 7% of the total epithelial cell population (Peterson et al. 1987). They seem to secrete factors which influence, in paracrine manner, the proliferation of adjacent ER-negative cells (Peterson et al. 1987; Clarke et al. 1997). ER positivity and proliferation activity (as measured by Ki-67) are almost mutually exclusive in normal breast epithelium (Clarke et al. 1997). The proportion of ER-positive cells increases with age to reach a plateau after menopause (Shoker et al. 1999).

High ER expression in normal epithelium is a risk factor for breast cancer, conferring a 3-fold increase in risk compared to minimal expression (Khan et al. 1998). ER positivity together with Ki-67 expression, may correlate with progression to more severe lesions in non-atypical epithelial hyperplasia (Iqbal et al. 2001). It has also been suggested that an increased percentage of ER-positive cells in adjacent normal lobules is associated with increased risk of invasive breast cancer rather than ER-positivity within the non-atypical epithelial hyperplasia per se (Gobbi et al. 2005).

In other benign breast lesions, such as sclerosing adenosis, radial scar, papilloma, fibroadenoma, and phyllodes tumor, the percentage of ER-positive cells is higher than in normal breast tissue (Shoker et al. 2000). Similarly, ER-alpha expression is significantly elevated in hyperplastic enlarged lobular units (HELU), which are the earliest histologically identifiable lesions with premalignant potential. By contrast, intense ER-alpha staining in enlarged lobular units with columnar alteration (ELUCA) seems associated with reduced risk of subsequent invasive carcinoma (McLaren et al. 2005).

Unlike in normal breast, in ADH (atypical ductal hyperplasia), LN (lobular neoplasia) and DCIS (ductal carcinoma in situ), ER-positive cells are surrounded by contiguous cells which are also characterized by ER-positivity (Clarke et al. 1997). Furthermore, in DCIS, cells that are both ER-positive and Ki-67-positive are a characteristic finding (Shoker et al. 2000). In general, non-comedo carcinomas more frequently exhibit ER positivity (Bose et al. 1996; Page et al. 1982).

The expression of ER-beta by breast epithelium is the inverse of that of ER-alpha, declining progressively from normal breast tissue to ADH, DCIS, and IDC (Intraductal Carcinoma).
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(Roger et al. 2001; Shaaban et al. 2003). According to a recent article, a high ER-alpha/ER-beta ratio in non-atypical epithelial hyperplasia predicts progression to carcinoma (Shaaban et al. 2005). For the optimal envisagement of the ER network, it should be kept in mind that important regulators exist, such as hsp-27 (O’Neill et al. 2004) or AIB1 (Hudelist et al. 2003), exhibiting more intense expression in breast cancer.

4.2 Progesterone receptors (PgR)

As is the case with ER levels, PgR levels are elevated in early premalignant breast lesions (Lee et al. 2006) and PgR expression decreases with progression to malignancy (Ariga et al. 2001). In DCIS, PgR positivity is associated with ER positivity and lack of comedo necrosis (Barnes et al. 2005; Claus et al. 2001). Studies on the relation of PgR expression to tumor grade (Barnes et al. 2005; Ringberg et al. 2001, Rody et al. 2004; Lebrecht et al. 2002) and recurrence rate (Keppele et al. 2006; Provenzano et al. 2003) have provided contrasting results (reviewed in Provenzano et al. 2003). In ductal carcinoma, PgR expression has been associated with histological grade, but not with lymph node involvement, tumor size, or prognosis (Ariga et al. 2001). Data on PgR expression in lobular neoplasia is scarce but it seems to be expressed in most cases (Fadare et al. 2006; Fisher et al. 1996).

The ratio of PgR-A to PgR-B appears important. In normal breast tissue and non-atypical hyperplasia, PgR-A and PgR-B are expressed in approximately equal quantities, but at an early stage of progression, one receptor (usually PgR-A in advanced lesions) predominates (Mote et al. 2002). In vitro studies indicate that PgR-A exerts modulating effects on cell morphology and adhesion (McGowan et al. 1999; Grahal et al. 2005). In the normal tissue of BRCA mutation carriers, PgR-B is absent (Mote et al. 2004).

4.3 HER2

HER2 or human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (c-ErbB-2) is a tyrosine kinase receptor and oncoprotein encoded by the ERBB2 gene on chromosome 17q. Alterations in ERBB2 expression are important in malignant transformation (De Potter et al. 1989; Ross et al. 1999). Some studies have found that HER2 was not overexpressed in benign proliferative breast disease or ADH (Gusterson et al. 1988; Heffelfinger et al. 2000) while another used fluorescence in situ hybridization to demonstrate that the extent of HER2 amplification increased with progression to invasive carcinoma (Xu et al. 2002). Patients with benign breast lesions showing low levels of HER2 amplification were found in one study to have a two-fold increased risk of developing breast cancer (Stark et al. 2000); however another study found that HER2 overexpression in benign lesions was not a significant risk factor for developing cancer (Rohan et al. 1998).

A quarter of LCIS cases have been found to be HER2 positive, irrespective of the coexistence of an invasive component (Mohsin et al. 2005). Occasional positivity has also been found in pleomorphic ductal-lobular carcinomas in situ (Sneige et al. 2002).

As far as the role of HER2 in DCIS is concerned, HER2 immunoreactivity has been primarily associated with DCIS of higher grade, in the absence or presence (Tsuda et al. 1998) of IDC, and with comedo type (Albonico et al. 1996). Interestingly, given the association of higher grade with HER2 amplification, the latter has been regarded as an independent prognostic factor (Tsuda et al. 1993). Allred et al (Allred et al. 1992) documented that the percentage of
HER2 immunoreactivity is significantly higher in DCIS than IDC: one of the possible explanations proposed by the authors was that HER2 may be more important for the initiation than the progression of breast cancer, or that HER2 may be downregulated during breast cancer progression.

4.4 P53

P53 is a tumour suppressor gene located on 17p. p53 protein mediates its tumor suppressor functions via the transcriptional regulation or repression of a variety of genes (Toledo et al. 2006; Vogelstein et al. 2000) and is an important component of breast cancer pathophysiology (Gasco et al. 2002). Regarding the role of p53 as a risk factor in benign breast lesions, there data is controversial: the immunohistochemical detection of p53 in benign breast lesions has been associated with elevated cancer risk (Rohan et al. 1998), although there are studies with conflicting results (Younes et al. 1995).

Considering the various types of lesions in the continuum between benign lesions and breast cancer, various studies have assessed the role of p53. In epithelial hyperplasia without atypia, p53 mutations have not been detected (Done et al. 1998). In ADH, the presence and role of p53 mutations is still an open field: p53 mutations were initially not documented (Chitemerere et al. 1996); subsequently studies pointing to p53 mutations appeared (Kang et al. 2001), and, more recently, the presence of mutated p53 in ADH has been demonstrated with the use of laser capture microdissection microscope, single-stranded conformational polymorphism (SSCP) and sequencing (Keohavong et al. 2004). Regarding LN, there is scarcity of data: in two studies, no p53 immunoreactivity was demonstrated in LN lesions (Siziopikou et al. 1996; Sapino et al. 2000), whereas a more recent study on LCIS reported p53 immunoreactivity in one fifth of cases (Mohson et al. 2005).

p53 mutations/accumulation are present in a significant percentage of DCIS cases (Lebeau et al. 2003; Poller et al. 1993), especially in the comedo type (O’Malley et al. 1994). However, the clinical significance of p53 accumulation remains still elusive; although it has been found to influence the proliferation rate (Rudas et al. 1997), a recent study showed that it does not affect the proliferation rate of the DCIS lesion per se (Lebeau et al. 2003). Is worth noting that the coexistence of DCIS with IDC is not associated with a different degree of p53 immunostaining (Myonlas et al. 2005).

4.5 Ki-67

Ki-67 is a cell cycle-associated nuclear protein, which is expressed in all cycle phases, with the exception of G0 and early G1, and reacts with MIB-1 antibody (Gerdes et al. 1984). Protein Ki-67 is extensively used as a proliferative index and is linked with malignancy, even in FNA (fine needle aspiration) specimens (Midulla et al. 2002). Moreover, its intrinsic association with apoptosis (bcl-2 status, see below) and p53 expression (see above) seems to be of importance in the diagnosis and prognosis of precursors and pre-invasive breast lesions: low Ki-67 expression/bcl-2 positivity and p53 negativity are a trait of ADH and, subsequently, well-differentiated carcinomas. Conversely, high Ki-67 expression/bcl-2 negativity within the lobules implicate lesions with a potential of poorly differentiated...
carcinoma (Viacava P et al. 1999). As mentioned above, also in the context of non-atypical hyperplasia, high Ki-67 and ER-alpha expression seem to predict progression to cancer (Ariga et al. 2001; Shaaban et al. 2002).

Interestingly enough, a clinical application of Ki-67 expression intensity seems to emerge. In non-atypical ductal hyperplasia, lesions with high Ki-67 expression can be clinically detected scintimammographically, since high (99m)Tc-(V)DMSA uptake seems to be their characteristic feature. According to the authors, this could prove useful in identifying women with benign but high-risk breast disease (Papantoniou et al. 2006).

4.6 Bcl-2

The bcl-2 gene is located on 18q. Bcl-2 protein, and belongs to a family of proteins playing a central role in the regulation of apoptosis (reviewed in van Delft et al. 2006; Reed et al. 1994; Hockenbery et al. 1994) and other pathways (reviewed by Kim (Kim, 2005)). With respect to the overall role of apoptosis in breast cancer pathogenesis, there seems to be an intriguing pattern incorporating the proliferation of the lesion. Growth imbalance in favour of proliferation seems crucial in the transition from normal epithelium to hyperplasia and later, from pre-invasive lesions to IDC. Conversely, apoptosis becomes more important at an intermediate stage: in the transition from hyperplasia to preinvasive lesions, the imbalance is in favour of apoptosis (Bai et al. 2001). Bcl-2 is present in the whole spectrum of breast lesions: predominantly in benign lesions, ADH, LN, and well-differentiated DCIS (Sizioupikou et al. 1996; Kapucuoglu et al. 1997; Meteoglu et al. 2005). More specifically, there is a gradual increase in the extent of apoptosis (Bai et al. 2001; Mustonen et al. 1997) and a parallel decrease in bcl-2 expression in benign/precursors/preinvasive/invasive lesions as they become histologically more aggressive (Mustonen et al. 1997). Bcl-2 positivity tends to coincide with p53 negativity in normal breast tissue, non-atypical ductal hyperplasia, ADH, LN and in the majority of the DCIS (Sizioupikou et al. 1996). The role of Bcl-2 expression as a risk factor for breast cancer is described above, together with Ki-67 (see above).

4.7 Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and angiogenesis

VEGF is a potent angiogenic growth factor, commonly involved in tumor-induced angiogenesis, with a putative therapeutic significance in the context of breast cancer (Lebeau et al. 2003). Interestingly, VEGF gene polymorphisms have been associated with modified breast cancer risk in various populations (Jacobs et al. 2006)

Viacava et al (Viacava et al. 2004) have thoroughly examined the angiogenesis in precursor and preinvasive lesions. Increased vascularization is present in all preinvasive lesions and increases with lesion severity. In ductal lesions, angiogenesis is more intense in poorly/intermediately differentiated intraductal carcinomas than in non-atypical ductal hyperplasia and ADH. Similarly, LCIS, showing microvascular density similar to that of poorly/intermediately differentiated intraductal carcinoma, is more vascularized than ALH. In the same study, VEGF expression in normal glandular structures was lower than in lesions, with the highest levels found in ductal lesions. Interestingly, no correlation was found between VEGF expression and the degree of vascularization in that study. On the other hand, Hieken TJ et al. suggested that VEGF expression may help predict the biologic
aggressiveness of DCIS (Hieken et al. 2001). Additionally, in the context of DCIS, Vogl et al provide evidence to support the idea that VEGF expression is not regulated by the HER2 pathway (Vogl et al. 2005).

4.8 E-cadherin

E-cadherin, a tumor suppressor gene located on 17q, has been implicated especially in lobular breast cancer molecular pathogenesis (Berx et al. 1995). In clinical practice, immunohistochemistry for E-cadherin is a helpful marker for differential diagnosis, since most cases of low-grade DCIS exhibit E-cadherin positivity, whereas LN is almost always E-cadherin negative (Bratthauer et al. 2002, reviewed in Lerwill et al. 2004 and Putti et al. 2005). This implies that E-cadherin disruption is an early event, prior to progression, in lobular carcinogenesis (Vos et al. 1997; Mastracci et al. 2005); more specifically, DNA alterations accompanying the loss of protein expression pertain to LCIS but not to ALH (Mastracci et al. 2005). As expected according to the above, only few studies have focused on E-cadherin in ductal lesions. In the context of DCIS, hypermethylation of E-cadherin 5' CpG islands has been demonstrated (Nass et al. 2000), and, at the protein level, E-cadherin has been linked to better differentiation (Gupta et al. 1997). Moreover, mutational analysis of E-cadherin provided evidence to support that DCIS is the precursor of invasive ductal carcinoma in cases where LCIS coexists (Rieger-Christ et al. 2001).

4.9 TGF-beta

The transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) pathway has ambivalent importance in the pathogenesis of breast cancer (reviewed in Wakefield et al. 2001). Serum TGF-beta levels do not differ between patients with breast cancer, DCIS and benign lesions (Lebrecht et al. 2004); however, TGF-beta expression becomes more accentuated in IDC, compared with DCIS (Walker et al. 1992). Surprisingly enough, an interesting study recently showed that loss of TGF-beta-RII expression in epithelial cells of hyperplasia without atypia is associated with increased risk of IDC (Gobbi et al. 1999). No reports exist on ADH and LN, to our knowledge.

4.10 P16 (INK4a)

p16 is an inhibitor of cyclin-dependent kinases 4 and 6 (reviewed in Rocco & Sidransky 2001). With respect to the role of p16, controversial results exist. According to some authors, aberrant methylation of p16 is not demonstrated in benign conditions, epithelial hyperplasia and intraductal papillomas, but is restricted in cancerous epithelium (Lehmann et al. 2004). Conversely, another study showed that IDC demonstrates hypomethylation of p16 and hyperactivity of the p16 gene (enhanced expression of p16 mRNA), contrary to the hypermethylated, inactive state in the normal epithelium (Van Zee et al. 1998). Independently, Di Vinci et al. distinguish between p16 hypermethylation and p16 protein overexpression; the former seems not to be specifically associated with malignancy and to occur both in benign and malignant lesions, whereas the latter, together with cytoplasmic sequestration, is a feature of breast carcinoma (Di Vinci et al. 2005). In the context of such controversy, no studies exist with respect to p16 as a risk factor, with the exception of a study in Poland envisaging p16 as a low penetrance breast cancer susceptibility gene (Debniak et al. 2005).
4.11 p27(Kip1)

The p27 gene encodes for an inhibitor of the cyclin – CDK (cyclin-dependent kinase) active complex. Although numerous studies exist with respect to the role of p27 in breast cancer (reviewed in Colozza et al. 2005; Alkarain et al. 2004 and Musgrove et al. 2004), there is a lack of data regarding precursors, pre-invasive lesions and other predisposing conditions. p27 expression has been documented in DCIS, but its clinicopathological significance is still uncertain (Oh et al. 2001).

4.12 P21 (Waf1)

p21 is a cell cycle regulator, implicated in a variety of pathways (Dotto 2000). p21 immunoreactivity has been detected both in benign and malignant epithelium, and thus its role is hard to interpret (Krogerus et al. 2000). Studies focusing especially on ADH or LN do not exist. As far as DCIS is concerned, p21 positivity has been independently associated with clinical recurrence (Provenzano et al. 2003). On the other hand, Oh YL et al. found a significant correlation between positive p21 immunoreactivity (67.3% of the cases) and well-differentiated histologic grade, non-comedo type, ER-positive and p53-negativity. According to these authors, DCIS with p21+/p53- is likely to be the non-comedo type (Oh et al. 2001).

4.13 14-3-3 sigma

Umbricht and coworkers identified 14-3-3 sigma as a gene whose expression is lost in breast carcinomas, primarily by methylation-mediated silencing. Importantly, the hypermethylation of the locus was absent in hyperplasia without atypia, but was detectable with increasing frequency as the breast lesions progressed from atypical hyperplasia to DCIS, and finally to invasive carcinoma (Umbricht et al. 2001); interestingly, methylated alleles existed in the periductal stromal breast tissue. Subsequently, a parallel, stepwise reduction at the 14-3-3 sigma protein level was documented (Simooka et al. 2004).

Despite the emerging role of 14-3-3 sigma in breast carcinogenesis, to date no studies exist assessing its role as a risk factor for breast cancer development.

5. Genetic events

Complex and heterogeneous sets of genetic alterations are involved in the etiology of breast cancer. However, some of these genetic events occur more often early, or late, in carcinogenesis. Rather, breast cancer to be viewed as the result of accumulation of various major and minor genetic events in a fairly, random order, which is referred to as the “bingo principle” analogous to winning the “prize” (in this case cancer) in this popular game. With the establishment of new global genetic screening techniques such as comparative genomic hybridization (CGH), a pattern of genetic alterations has emerged. More recently other methods have been used for the characterization of pre-invasive breast lesions, such as cDNA microarray and proteonomics analysis. Numerous studies have documented differences in the copy number, sequence and expression level of specific genes in cohorts of invasive breast carcinomas, but relatively little is known of the events that mediate the transition of normal human breast epithelial cells to premalignant and early tumorigenic states. Non neoplastic breast tissue often harbors genetic changes
that can be important to understanding the local breast environment within which cancer develops. In fact, most pre invasive lesions of the breast are thought to derive from the transition zone between the duct and the functional unit of the breast, the lobule, which is composed of acini that are lined by an outer myoepithelial layer and a inner luminal or glandular layer containing a putative stem or progenitor cell component, which gives rise to the above-mentioned cells. These cells have recently been described and characterized in more detail. It is noteworthy that many characteristics of these cells are shared in mouse and human cells. At present, the relationship between these cells and breast cancer specific stem cells is unclear. However, these cells can serve as a tool to explain the presence of monoclonal patches within a breast lobule or parts of the ductal tree. In addition, the description of non-recurrent genetic changes within the morphologically normal breast tissue, requiring a large subset of affected cells, favors the idea of long living cells as targets of the initial starting of the genetic cascade towards an overt malignancy. The finding of genetic changes within morphologically normal breast tissue is nowadays not only associated with an increased local recurrence risk, but also exerts a tremendous influence on the validity of progression models of breast cancer and especially the relationship toward proposed precursor lesions.

A recent study (Hannafon, et al. 2011) hypothesized that micro RNA expression might be dysregulated prior to invasive breast carcinoma. This study provides the first report of a microRNA expression profile in normal breast epithelium and the first integrated analysis of microRNA and microRNA expression in paired samples of histologically normal epithelia and preinvasive breast cancer. They further demonstrated, by modulating the expression of several microRNA samples, that the expression of their predicted target genes is affected. Taken together, these findings support their hypothesis that changes in microRNA expression in early breast cancer may control many of the parallel changes in gene expression in this stage. This work also implicates the loss of the tumor suppressor miR-125b and the gain of the oncogenic miRNA miR-182 and miR-183 as major contributors to early breast cancer development. Additionally this study has revealed novel candidate markers of preinvasive breast cancer, which could contribute to the identification of new diagnostic and therapeutic targets.

Another study (Kretschmer et al., 2011) has identified, using transgenic mouse model of DCIS (mice were transgenic for the WAP-SV40 early genome region, so that expression of the SV40 oncogene is activated by lactation) and identified seven genes that are significantly up regulated in DCIS: DEPDC1, NUSAP1, EXO1,RRM2,FOXM1,MUC1 and SPP1. A similar upregulation of homologues of these murine genes was observed in human DCIS samples. So, comparing murine markers for the DCIS of the mammary gland with genes upregulated in human DCIS samples it is possible to identify a set of genes which might allow early detection of DCIS and invasive carcinoma in the future.

Cichon and her co-workers (Cichon et al., 2010) identified alterations in stromal cell function that may be critical for disease progression from benign disease to invasive cancer: key functions of myoepithelial cells that maintain tissue structure are lost, while tissue fibroblasts become activated to produce proteases that degrade the extracellular matrix and trigger the invasive cellular phenotype. Gene expression profiling of stromal alterations associated with disease progression has also identified key transcriptional changes that
occur early in disease development. This study suggests approaches to identify processes that control earlier stages of disease progression.

Future studies aimed at studying post-translational modifications of histone proteins of the different stages of breast cancer promise to shed new light on the epigenetic regulatory control of gene expression during tumorigenesis (Fiegl et al., 2006).

6. Conclusions

Intraepithelial neoplasias of the breast are non-obligate precursor lesions with an increased risk of invasive carcinoma. The evolution to invasive carcinoma may not however be linear and may involve multiple pathways. Genomic instability drives tumorigenic process in invasive carcinoma and premalignant breast lesions and might promote the accumulation of genetic alterations in apparently normal tissue before histological abnormalities are detectable. Evidence suggests that genomic changes in breast parenchyma affect the behavior of epithelial cells and, ultimately, might affect tumor growth and progression. Inherent instability in genes that maintain genomic integrity, as well as exogenous chemical and environmental pollutants, have been implicated in breast cancer development. Although molecular mechanisms of tumorigenesis are unclear at present, carcinogenetic agents could contribute to field of genomic instability localized to specific areas of the breast. The use of molecular profiling technologies to identify distinct features that predict the future behavior of invasive disease is well documented. However, the application of such approaches to the identification of molecular predictors of clinical behavior of normal breast tissue and pre-invasive disease has been hampered by several problems. First, because pre-invasive disease is frequently microscopic in size, all of the tissue is processed through the use of standard pathological formalin fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) processes and utilized for clinical diagnostic purposes. Second, standard FFPE processes pose a significant technical challenge for high throughput array CGH and gene expression microarray profiling. Third, and most importantly, large clinical cohorts and clinical trials of pre-invasive disease with well-annotated clinical samples and long (10-20 years) clinical follow up are lacking. Understanding the functional importance of genomic instability in early carcinogenesis is important for improving diagnostic and treatment strategies (Ellsworth et al., 2004)

7. Future directions

Despite many molecular studies, breast carcinogenesis is still not well understood. Our knowledge of the genetic and molecular biology of intraepithelial breast lesions is increasing at a remarkably rapid rate. In addition, more and more data are now available on the morphology and immunophenotype of the different precursor lesions, allowing the pathologists to recognize them. Epidemiologic studies have yielded information on the progression risk of several lesions. Future studies are likely to identify markers at a very early stage indeed that can play a role in the development of these precursor lesions from normal breast tissue. Clearly, prospective studies based on larger patient cohorts representing the whole spectrum of breast cancer are needed before the full power of gene expression profiling will be realized in clinical medicine. Results from studies so far are encouraging for the future.
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